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Abstract 
A natural extension of SLD-resolution is introduced as a goal directed proof pro-
cedure for the full first order implicational fragment of intuitionistic logic. Its intu-
itionistic semantic fits a procedural interpretation of logic programming. By allowing 
arbitrary nested implications it can be used for implementing modularity in logic pro-
grams. With adequate negation axioms it gives an alternative to negation as failure 
and leads to a proof procedure for full first order predicate logic. 
1 lntroduction 
The programming language Prolog originated from the work of Colmerauer [4] and his 
colleagues at Marseille and Kowalski [10] at Edinburgh in the early 70's. lt is based on the 
idea of using logic for problem solving, or more accurate, of expressing computation as the 
controlled search for a derivation of an instance of a given conjunction of atomic goals from 
a given list of declarative horn clauses with SLD-resolution. The first Prolog interpreter 
was written by Philippe Roussel, followed by the Prolog interpreter written in Fortran by 
Gerard Battani, H. Meloni and R. Bazzoli [3]. D. Warren together with F. Pereira and L. 
Pereira developed the DEC-10 Prolog system at Edinburgh, the first Prolog compiler to a 
low level language; its principles were presented in a refined and abstracted form [20] in 
1983, providing a standard for implementing efficient Prolog compilers. With their work, 
the concept of the language as we know it today, the idea of how to successfully use it for 
symbolic computation and schemata for its efficient implementation were developed until 
their ripeness. 
Many extensions of logic programming were studied. Negative goals cannot be de-
duced with SLD-resolution. The failure of a search for a derivation of an atom A was 
then considered to be a derivation of •A, negative literals in the bodies of the program 
clauses were accepted, and so the rule of negation as failure arose, this rule extends SLD-
resolut-ion to SLDNF-resolution and was first studied in detail by Clark [5]. J. W. Lloyd 
goes further writing just in the preface of his book [13] that "once a single negation [in 
the bodies] is allowed, one should go all the way and allow arbitrary formulas": remaining 
in the framework of SLDNF-resolution, he found a way of transforming a program having 
arbitrary formulas in the bodies of its clauses into an "equivalent" program having only 
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literals, positive or negative, in the bodies. The logical problem with negation as failure 
is simple: unprovability in a formal system isn 't equivalent to provability of the negation, 
as also provability isn't equivalent to provability in the formal system, further, the rule 
of negation as failure isn 't representable as a typical deduction rule of formal logic with 
premises and a conclusion. 
There is research on extending Prolog to broader classes of logic. For example, D. Reed 
and W. Loveland present and compare in [17] three extensions of Prolog: Loveland's near-
Horn Prolog, Plaisted's simplified problem reduction format and Gabbay's and Reyle's 
N-Prolog. The first two ones extend Prolog to the full first-order classical logic, N-Prolog 
is an intuitionistic system that allows arbitrary nested hypothetical implications. Gabbay's 
and Reyle's N-Prolog is a natural proof procedure in the case of propositional logic, but 
for dealing with universal quantifiers they develop a "theory of Skolem functions" in [6]. L. 
Hallnäs and P. Schroeder-Heister [7] interpret horn clauses as rules of a formal system for 
the derivation of atomic formulas, SLD-resolution is extended by considering higher Je,·el 
rules, and hence also allow nested hypothetical implications. In [7] the basic properties 
of the language GCLA [2] are treated, this language was developed and implemented 
by M. Aronsson, L. H. Ericksson, L. Hallnäs, and P. Kreuger in Stockholm, it has a 
second control level that allows search strategies and search behaviour to be expressed. 
L. Th. McCarty [19] extended horn clauses by allowing nested hypothetical implications 
of level one and interpreted them intuitionistically. D. Miller explores in [14] the use 
of hypothetical implication for implementing modules in logic programming. A uniform 
proof [15] is one in which the principal connective of the formula is introduced in the last 
step, the existence of such a proof allow a goal directed search for a proof; due to this, 
D. Miller, G. Nadathur, F. Pfenning and A. Scedrov [15] presented uniform proofs as a 
basis for logic programming. J. Harland [8] studies the problem of restricting the dass of 
formulas in order that every provable formula has a uniform proof, his results show that 
hereditary Harrop formulas may be seen as the largest fragment satisfying this property 
in the framework of intuitionistic logic. 
We present in this article a simple and natural extension of SLD-resolution to be called 
mj-resolution. lt is based on our calculus mj introduced in [16]. lt is a correct and com-
plete proof procedure for the universal-implicational fragment of intuit ionistic logic, and 
hence it provides SLD-resolution with intuitionistic semantic. lt can deal with hypothet-
ical implications. lt is related with N-Prolog, but it deals with universal quantification 
without leaving the framework of typical deduction systems for formal logic. lt can also 
deal with classical negation in a more natural way than negation as failure, and hence 
one can paraphrase all usual logical symbols: this yields a complete proof procedure for 
classical logic. 
As an extension of SLD-resolution and as a proof procedure, mj-resolution could b,e 
used to extend Prolog to a logic programming and theorem proving system. Logic pro-
gramming demands a simple control because the programmer's intention is expressed by 
the formulas of his program, theorem proving demands a flexible control because the for-
mulas involved are given by the problem to be solved. The control should be developed 
considering the possible programming strategies for solving problem classes. The effi.cient 
implementation using techniques developed for Prolog should be considered. We plan to 
develop this system to be called mj-Prolog. 
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2 Classical Model Theory vs. Intuitionistic Formal Logic 
A. Heyting states a predicate calculus for intuitionistic mathematics which deals with the 
same formulas as the classical calculi. Although the meaning of the implication A -+ B 
differs in intuitionistic and in classical logic, in both cases one can inaccurately say that 
it means that B follows from A. The intuitionistic meaning is that from any given proof 
of A one can build a proof of B. A. Kolmogorov creates a calculus of problem solving, or 
"Aufgabenrechnung" in his words, that formally coincides with the propositional segment 
of Heyting's intuitionistic logic. Kolmogorov interprets formulas as problems to be solved, 
for him A -+ B is the problem of reducing the solution of B to the solution of A, ot the 
problem of finding a solution of B under the supposition that a solution of A is given. 
The classical meaning of A -+ B may be found in the writings of the great Polish logician 
A. Tarski. We can assert that the intuitionistic interpretation of logic fits a procedural 
interpretation of logic programming. 
Ordinary Prolog deals with horn clauses A of the form An/\···/\ Ai -+ Ao, where the 
Ai are atomic formulas possibly containing free variables. In case n = 0 we have A = A.o. 
This formula, as a procedure defi.nition in a logic program, means that a solution for all 
the problems An, .. . ,Ai leads to a solution of the problem Ao, or that the solution of Ao 
can be reduced to the solution of all An,· .. ,Ai. By induction it follows that this clause is 
equivalent with the formula (An-+ (An-i-+ (···-+(Ai-+ Ao) · · ·))) consisting of nested 
implications of atoms. Free variables in these procedure definitions are interpreted as 
universally quantified. Implication and universal quantifying are suflicient Eor the purposes 
of ordinary Prolog. 
This natural equivalence of An /\ · · · /\ Ai -+ Ao to nested implications of atoms holds 
in both, classical and intuitionistic logic, while its equivalence to •An V · · · V ·A1 V A0 
holds only in classical logic. This is another reason for preferring the implication and the 
universal quantifier as primitive connectives for expressing program clauses . Nevertheless, 
SLD-resolution takes the universal quantifier, the disjunction and the negation as primitive 
connectives. The reason ofthis can be found in the origins of SLD-resolution, introduced by 
Kowalski [10] and called so in Apt [1]. SLD-Resolution is the restriction oflinear resolution 
to horn clauses considered as disjunctions. Linear resolution, independently proposed by 
Loveland [11] and [12], is a skillful way of searching refutations with .J. A. Robinson's 
refutation procedure [18] for clauses, namely, for universal quantified disjunctions of atomic 
formulas or negations of atomic formulas. 
In classical logic, a formula ~ is derivable from a set I: if and only if I: U { •O has no 
model, and every set of formulas can be transformed to a set of clauses, so that no model 
satisfies the former if and only if no model satisfies the latter. Robinson proves in an 
elegant way that no model satisfies a set of clauses if and only if a contradiction ma:v be 
found with his resoluticin. This is the basis of theorem proving with Robinson's resolution. 
These arguments hold only in classical logic and are in the framework of model theory: 
for intuitionistic logic, we work in the framework of proof theory. lt is interesting to note 
that Robinson 's resolution is correct for intuitionistic logic (.although not for .Johansson's 
minimal logic). Our real problem with resolution is that implication cannot be expressed 
with clauses in intuitionistic logic. 
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3 Variables, Unknowns and Arbitrary Constants 
Following the considerations in the above section, we allow in our formulas only the uni-
versal quantifier "V" and the implication " ---+" as logical symbols. Hence, the horn clause 
An /\ · · · /\Ai ---+ A0 is considered here to be an abbreviation of (An ---+ (An-i ---+ (- · · ---+ 
(Ai---+ Ao) · · ·))). 
There is a big difference in the meaning of the symbol x in the equality (x + 1)2 = 
x 2 + 2x + 1 andin the equation x2 = 2. In the first, x is a variable, the equality holds for 
all possible values of x. In the second the x is an unknown to be determined by solving 
the equation. lt is convenient to avoid possible confusions by taking different kinds of 
symbols for unknowns and for variables. Solving the unknown x in the equation x2 = a 2 
yields x = a and x = -a, this a in the equation neither represent an unknown nor a 
variable, it represents an arbitrary number, but fixed, such an a is called an arbitrary 
constant. In our formal language, we have, in addition to our symbols for constants, 
functions and relations, an infinite set of symbols for variables vi, an infinite set of 
symbols for unknowns Xi, and an infinite set of symbols for arbitrary constants 
qi. Our terms don't contain variables, our formulas don't contain variables not bound 
by a quantifier, but open terms and open formulas may contain such symbols. 
The symbols called "variables" in Prolog are unknowns if tbey appear in a goal, vari-
ables if tbey appear in tbe program clauses. Till now it is custom to use the same kind 
of symbols for variables and for unknowns in Prolog, but we take here different kinds of 
symbols. We can close all formulas of a program by adding quantifiers in front of them 
binding their variables, this would not alter the intended meaning of the program. Each 
time we need to unify the head of a program clause with a goal, we can delete the quanti-
fiers and substitute the variables by new unknowns, this is equivalent to the necessary 
renaming in an application of SLD-resolution, unification of the head of the clause and 
the goal yields terms for the unknowns appearing in them, the unknowns appearing in 
the body are then substituted by the calculated terms for obtaining the new goals. An 
application of SLD-resolution brings new goals with possibly new unknowns and leaves 
the formulas of the program unaltered. An important last remark is that unification is 
exclusively used for finding terms for tbe unknowns. 
4 SLD-Resolution as Reduction of Sequents 
In the programs and goals we don't restrict ourselves to horn clauses, in both we allow 
arbitrary formulas constructed with the symbols for implication and universal quantifica-
tion. Since we only deal with a logical extension of SLD-resolution and not the control for 
the search of derivations, we consider a program to be a set of formulas instead of a list of 
formulas. A goal is a single formula. Unknowns and arbitrary constants may be present 
in programs and goals. A pair consisting of a program ~ and a goal ~ is denoted by ~ f- ~ 
and is called a sequent in this article. 
Sequents E f- A in ordinary Prolog contain only horn clauses without unknowns in 
their programs E and their goals A are atoms. An application of SLD-resolution with 
the horn clause V(An /\ · · · /\Ai ---+ Ao) of ~. where V is a block of quantifiers , leads to 
the new goals A~, ... , A~. These new goals are obtained as explained in the previous 
section, by deleting the quantifiers V, by substituting its variables by new unknowns for 
obtaining A~/\· · ·/\A~ ---+ A~, by unifying the head A~ with the goal A , and by substituting 
the calculated terms for the unknowns in the A~ for obtaining the A%. We say that the 
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application of SLD-resolution SLD-reduces the sequent ~ r A to the possibly empty 
list of sequents ~ f- A~, ... , ~ r A~, where the goals A~' may contain new unknowns, 
and also that this application provides terms for the unknowns in A for which this 
reduction is valid. These terms provided by SLD-Resolution may contain unknowns, 
even some of the new unknowns added in the process. With mj-resolution something 
similar is done for reducing a sequent to a Jist of sequents, but in the case that the original · 
sequent is of the particular form treated by SLD-resolution, mj-resolution behaves exactly 
as SLD-resolution. This is why it is an extension of SLD-resolution. 
5 mj-Resolution 
We understand a sequent ~ r ~ without unknowns as the Statement of the problem of 
verifying the intuitionistic derivability of ~ from ~. In the case that ~ r ~ contains 
unknowns, we understand it as the more general problem of searching for terms for these 
unknowns, such that, after substituting the unknowns with these terms, ~ is derivable from 
~ in intuitionistic logic. - Hence, {A, A --t B} r B represents the problem of verifying 
if B is derivable from A and A --t B in intuitionistic logic (this is the case) , {(A(x) --t 
A(y)) --t A(y)} f- A(x) represents the problem of searching x and y such that A.(x) is 
derivable from (A(x) --t A(y)) --t A(y) in intuitionistic logic (this is true if and only if x 
and y are substituted by the same term), r (\iv((S(v) --t \ivS(v)) --t B)) --t B represents 
the problem of verifying the intuitionistic derivability of (Vv( (S( v) --t \ivS( v)) --t B)) --+ B 
(it is not derivable). 
mj-Resolution gives rules to reduce the solvability of the problem denoted by ~ r ~ to 
the solvability of a list of problems of the same kind . A reduction rule may provide solving 
terms for the unknowns of the original problem (perhaps depending on unknowns, even 
on new auxiliary unknowns) or may impose restrictions on the unknowns in the new list 
of sequents under which the reduction is valid. If the list of new sequents is empty, the 
original problem is trivially solved. 
5.1 The Three Kinds of mj-Resolution Rules 
There are three kinds of mj-resolution rules for reducing a sequent: d-reductions, m-
reductions and g-reductions. Only g-reductions impose restrictions, only m-reductions 
provide solving terms. 
d-Reductions are for reducing sequents of the form ~ r rt --t ~ to ~ u { rt} f- ~. The 
correctness of this rule follows from the deduction theorem. 
g-Reductions are for reducing sequents of the form L; f- \iv~(v) to ~ r ~(q), where q is 
a new arbitrary constant not appearing in ~ U {Vv( ( v)}. The restriction imposed by this 
rule is that q must not appear in the terms to be found for the unknowns in ~ f- ( ( q). 
The correctness of the rule follows from the theorem of generalization of constants. 
m-Reductions are used to reduce sequents of the form ~ r A, whose goal A is atomic. 
m-Reduction is very similar to SLD-resolution. For performing an m-reduction of ~ r A 
it is necessary to select a formula ~ in the program ~ whose head matches the goal A, 
different selections of a matching formula may lead to different reductions. The general 
definition of m-reduction requires first to define principal quantifiers, head and body of 
an arbitrary formula. Before introducing the general definition of this more complicated 
kind of reduction, we want to motivate it first by introducing some particular cases in 
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which the selected formula has a special form and by presenting some examples that use 
these particular cases. 
A problem denoted by a sequent is positively solved by mj-resolution if reductions can 
be applied recursively - by reducing the original sequent, or sequents that were obtained 
by reduction of other sequents - until no sequent remains. A track of the reductions may 
be written down as a search tree during this process. This is also done with SLD-resolution, 
but since during the process the program doesn't change, only goals are reduced to other 
goals with SLD-resolution. lt is important to note that all symbols, with exception of 
variables, denote the same objects in all sequents arisen during this process of recursive 
reduction. Each unknown is to be substituted by the same term in all sequents. If an 
unknown x is substituted by a term t, then the unknowns of t inherit the restrictions of 
x, this means: if there is a restriction that x must not be substituted by terms containing 
an arbitrary constant q, then the restrictions that the unknowns appearing in t must not 
be substituted by terms containing q is imposed. 
5.2 m-Reductions Closing a Branch of the Search Tree 
In accordance with [13], we call a formula ~ of the form VB, in which V is a possibly 
empty block of quantifiers and B an atomic open formula (perhaps containing unknowns), 
a unit clause. The head of such a unit clause is B, its body is empty, its principal 
quantifiers are the ones in the block V. 
Let E 1- A be a sequent whose goal A is atomic. Let VB be a unit clause from E. vYe 
say that the head of VB matches the atomic goal A, if deleting the .principal quantifiers 
V of VB and substituting its variables by new unknowns yields an atom B' that unifies 
with the goal A in such a way, that the calculated terms don't contain forbidden arbitrary 
constants for the unknowns to which they are assigned (such restrictions may have arisen 
in previous g-reductions). We can select such a unit clause VB for reducing the problem 
E 1- A to the empty list, the solving terms are given by the unification of B' with A. This 
reduction is called a trivial m-reduction selecting the unit clause VB. lt corresponds 
to the unification with a unit clause in SLD-resolution. lts correctness is obvious. 
A d-reduction of 1- VvA(v, x)-+ A(c1, c2) leads to VvA(v, x) 1- A(c1, c2) . After substi-
tuting the variable v in A( v, x) by a new unknown x1 one gets the atomic formula A(x1 , x) 
that unifies with the goal A(c1, c2). A trivial m-reduction leads to the empty list and to 
the solution x = c2 for the original problem ( the unification x 1 = c1 for the auxiliary 
unknown x1 is not relevant to the original problem). Hence, we conclude that the formula 
VvA(v,x) -+ A(c1,c2) is derivable in intuitionistic logic after substituting the unknown x 
by C2. 
A d-reduction of 1- A(x) -+ Vv( B -+ A(v)) leads to A(x) 1- Vv(B -+ A(v)). A g-
reduction leads to A(x) 1- B -+ A(q) and imposes the restriction that the new arbitrary 
constant q doesn't appear in the term to be assigned to the unknown x. vVe have now 
two unit clauses in the program, A(x) and B, the first unifies with the goal A(q), but by 
assigning to x the forbidden arbitrary constant q, the second doesn 't unify with the goal: 
the head of none of these unit clauses matches the goal A( q). There is no possible selection 
of a formula in the program whose head matches the goal for an m-reduction. There are no 
alternative reductions by mj-resolution. Due to the completeness of mj-resolution , we can 




5.3 m-Reduction without Unification 
We call a formula E of the form (En - (En-1 - (· · · - (~1 - B) · · ·))), where B is 
an atomic formula, a formula without principal quantifiers. This formula can be 
abbreviated with En /\ · · · /\ 6 - A, the body of E is the list En, ... , 6 of its subformulas, 
its head is the atomic subformula B. 
Let E 1- A be a sequent whose goal A is atomic. Let E from E be a formula without 
principal quantifiers whose head B coincides with A. We say that the head of E matches 
the goal A, and that an m-reduction of E 1- A selecting this formula E leads to the list 
of sequents E 1- ~n, ... , E 1- 6, where the ~k are the formulas in the body of f This 
m-reduction does not alter any unknown, it is trivial if n = 0. Obviously, solving the 
problems denoted by E 1- En, ... , E 1- 6 yields a solution of E 1- A by using modus 
ponens, this proves the correctness of the rule. 
A d-reduction of ((\lv(A - B(v))) - B(x)) - A 1- B(c) - A leads to ((Vv(A. -
B(v))) - B(x)) - A, B(c) 1- A. The head of the first formula in the program coincides 
with the goal, an m-reduction selecting this formula leads to ((Vv(A __, B(v))) __, B(x)) -
A, B(c) 1- (Vv(A - B(v))) __, B(x). A d-reduction leads to ((Vv(A - B(v))) - B(x)) -
A, B(c), (Vv(A - B(v))) 1- B(x). Finally, a trivial m-reduction selecting B(c) leads to the 
empty list and to the assignment of the constant c to the unknown x. Hence, the original 
goal is derivable in intuitionistic logic if x = c. 
We can abbreviate the propositional formula (A - (B - C)) by A /\ B - C and the 
propositional formula (A - B) __, ((A - (B - C)) __, (A - C)) by (A __, B) /\ (A /\ B __, 
C) /\ A - C. Three consecutive d~reductions of the sequent 1- (A __, B) /\ (A /\ B -
C) /\ A - C lead to the sequent (A - B), (A /\ B - C), A 1- C. The head of the formula 
A /\ B - C in the program coincides with the goal C, its body consists of A and B. An 
m-reduction selecting this formula leads to the two sequents (A - B), (A/\B - C), A 1- A 
and (A - B), (A /\ B - C), A 1- B. The second one can be reduced to the first one by an 
m-reduction selecting the formula A - B. The first can be reduced to the empty list by 
a trivial m-reduction. Hence, the propositional formula (A - B)- ((A - (B __, C)) __, 
(A - C)) is derivable in intuitionistic logic. 
5.4 m-Reduction Selecting Generalized Horn Clauses 
We call a formula E of the form V(En - (En-1 - (· · · - (6 - B) · · · ))), where V is a 
possibly empty block of quantifiers and B an atomic open formula (perhaps containing 
unknowns), a generalized horn clause. This formula can be abbreviated with F(En /\ 
· · · /\ 6 - B). The body of ~ is the list of open subformulas En, ... , Ei, the head of E is 
the atomic open formula B, its principal quantifiers are the ones in the block V. This 
formula is a horn clause if and only if the open formulas Ei are positive literals, namely, 
if and only if they don't contain implications and universal quantifiers. This formula is a 
unit clause if and only if n = 0, namely, if and only if its body is empty. This formula is one 
without principal quantifiers, as defined above, if and onfy if V is empty. - By deleting 
the principal quantifiers of a generalized horn clause E and substituting its variables by 
terms, for example by new unknowns, one gets a formula without principal qliantifiers. 
Let E 1- A be a sequent whose goal A is atomic. Let E in the program E be a generalized 
horn clause. We say that the head of E matches the atomic goal A of E 1- A, if deleting 
its principal quantifiers and substituting its variables by new unknowns yields a formula 
( without principal quantifiers whose head B' unifies with the goal .A in such a way, 
that the calculated terms don't contain forbidden arbitrary constants for the unknowns 
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to which they are assigned. The m-reduction of E 1- A selecting this formula ~ leads to 
E" 1- ~~' . . . , E" 1- ~~' where E" and ~~ are obtained by substituting the unknowns of E 
and the unknowns of the formulae ~k in the body of e by the solving terms calculated 
in the unification of the head B' of e with the atomic goal A. These calculated terms 
are called the solving terms of the m-reduction. This particular case mj-resolution is 
more general than SLD-resolution. The proof of its correctness is similar to the proof for 
SLD-resolution, it follows easily from dictum de omni and modus ponens. 
A d-reduction of 1- (Vv(C-+ A(v))) -+ (C-+ VvA(v)) leads to Vv(C-+ A(v)) 1- C-+ 
VvA(v). A second d-reduction leads to Vv(C-+ A(v)), C 1- VvA(v). A g-reduction leads 
to Vv(C -+ A(v)), C 1- A(q). The first formula is a horn clause, after substituting the 
variable v in its head by a new unknown x one gets the formula A(x) that unifies with the 
goal A(q). An m-reduction selecting this clause yields Vv(C-+ A(v)), C 1- C. The latter 
sequent is reduced to the empty list by a trivial m-reduction. 
The formula ~ = Vv((S(v)-+ VvS(v))-+ D) is a generalized horn clause, its head is D, 
its body is S(v)-+ VvS(v). We try now to reduce 1- ~-+ D. A d-reduction leads to ~ 1- D. 
Deleting the principal quantifier of ~ and substituting its variable v by the new unknown 
x yield (S(x) -+ VvS(v)) -+ D, the head of this formula coincides with the atomic goal 
D. Hence, we can select ~ for reducing the original sequent to ~ 1- S(x) --+ VvS(v) by m-
reduction. A d-reduction leads to ~' S(x) 1- VvS(v). A g-reduction leads to ~' S(x) 1- S(q) 
and imposes the restriction that the new arbitrary constant q must not appear in the term 
for the unknown x. Now, we have two formulas in the program, the first has D as head 
and doesn't match the goal S(q), the second is the atomic formula S(x), it unifies with 
the goal S(q), but the unifier x = q is forbidden by a previous g-reduction. There are no 
other reduction alternatives. Due to the completeness of mj-resolution, we can conclude 
that ~ -+ D is not derivable in intuitionistic logic. 
5.5 The General Definition of m-Reduction 
The formula A-+ VvB(v) is equivalent to the generalized horn clause Vv(A.--+ B(v)). The 
formula Vv(A(v) -+ VvB(v)) is equivalent to the generalized hcirn clause VvVw(A(v) --+ 
B(w)). The formula C -+ (Vv(A(v) --+ VvB(v))) is equivalent to the generalized horn 
clause VvVw(C /\ A(v) -+ B(w)). Every formula can be transformed to a generalized 
horn clause only by moving quantifiers to the front, perhaps after renaming variables. By 
induction one can prove that every formula ~ has the form Vn(~n--+ Vn-l(~n-l -+ (- · · --+ 
Vi(6-+ VoB) · · ·) )), where Bis an atomic open formula. The Vk can be moved to the front 
for obtaining an equivalent generalized clause e of the form V~V~_ 1 .. . V{11~(~~/\·. · /\~~--+ 
B'), where the V~, the ~k' and B' are the Vk, the ~k, and B after necessary renamings. 
The principal quantifiers of ~ are the Vk, the head of ~ is the atomic open formula B, 
the body of ~ is the list consisting of the open formulas ~n, ... , ~l· This general definition 
is consistent with the previous definitions for particular cases. 
We can delete a principal quantifier of a formula ~ and substitute the variable it binds 
by a term for obtaining a formula T/ that is implied by ~· We can do this repeatedly with all 
principal quantifiers, until we get a formula without principal quantifiers that is implied 
by ~· For example, deleting the principal quantifier or'A -+ VvB(v) and substituting 
its variable by an unknown x yields A -+ B(x). Deleting the principal quantifiers of 
Vv(A(v) --+ VvB(v)) and substituting their variables by the unknowns x 1 and x 2 yields 
A(x1) -+ B(x2). Deleting the principal quantifiers of C -+ (Vv(A(v) --+ VvB(v))) and 
substituting its variables by the unknowns x 1 and x 2 yields C /\ A(xi) --+ B(x2). Exactly 
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the same result can be obtained by first moving the principal quantifiers to the front , 
for obtaining an equivalent generalized horn clause, and then by deleting these principal 
quantifiers at the front and substituting their variables by terms. 
Let :E 1- A be a sequent whose goal A is atomic. The concept of a formula ( from :E 
that matches the atomic goal A and the concept of an m-reduction of L: 1- A selecting this 
formula ( is defined with exactly the same words as it was done for the special case that ( 
be a generalized horn clause. The only possible difference is that in this case the principal 
quantifiers of ( don't need to be at the front of (, so that the process of deleting them 
and substituting their variables could demand a little more work. This general definition 
is consistent with all particular cases presented above. 
Let ( be given by (A --+ B) --+ (Yv((Yw(A --+ C(v , w))) --+ B)). The only principal 
quantifier of ( is the one with the variable v, the head of ( is B , the formulas of the body are 
A--+ Band Yw(A--+ C(v,w)). As a last example, we consider the sequent ( f- (. If ( \vere 
atomic, this sequent could be reduced by a trivial m-reduction, but strict mj-resolution 
doesn't allow it in this case: we are forced to perform an m- , d- or g-reduction according to 
the form of the goal. A d-reduction adds the formula A--+ B to the program, the new goal 
is Yv((Yw(A--+ C(v,w)))--+ B). A g-reduction deletes the quantifier Yv and substitutes v 
by the new arbitrary constant q, the goal becomes (Yw(A--+ C(q, w))) --+ B. A d-reduction 
adds the formula Yw(A--+ C(q,w)) to the program, the new goal is B . Now, the head 
of the original formula ( and the head of the first formula added to the program, namely 
A--+ B, match the goal B. We select ~ for an m-reduction, the variable v of the principal 
quantifier is substituted by the new unknown x. This m-reduction leads to two sequents, 
the goals of these sequents are /1 = (A--+ B) and / 2 = (Yw(A--+ C(x, w))), the programs 
of both sequents are the same and contain /~ = (A--+ B) and /~ = (Yw(A--+ C(q,w))). 
We reduce the sequent, whose goal is 1 1 , first by a d-reduction that adds A to the program 
and changes the goal to B, and then by an m-reduction selecting /~ that changes the goal 
to A; since A was added to the program, a trivial m-reduction closes this brauch of the 
process. We reduce the sequent whose goal is 12 first by a g-reduction that changes the 
goal to A --+ C(x, q2), here the new arbitrary constant q2 is different from the q present 
in the program, q2 shouldn't appear in the term to be assigned to x. A d-reduction adds 
A to the program and changes the goal to . C(x, q2 ). /~ is the only formula whose head 
matches the goal, deleting its principal quantifier and substituting its variable w by the 
new unknown x2 leads to the formula A--+ C(q, x2), the equation C(q, x2) = C(x, q2) has 
the allowed unifier x = q, x2 = q2 . An m-reduction selecting 11 leads to a sequent having 
A in the program and whose goal is A. The procedure ends positively, verifying that ( is 
derivable from ~ in intuitionistic logic. 
6 Correctness and Completeness of mj-Resolution 
If the problem L: 1- ( is reduced to the problems En 1- (n, ... , :E1 1- (1 by mj-resolution, 
then we have a rule to build a solution of :E 1- ( with a solution of all En f- (n , ... , 
:E1 1- 6, independent of how the last solution looks like. This means that mj-resolution 
is correct. 
In the following theorem, we state the completeness of mj-resolution. lt can be proved 
by usual means of formal logic. A proof may be found in [16]. 
Theorem 1 (Completeness of mj-Resolution) The problem denoted by a sequent is 
solvable if and only if the sequent can be recursively reduced by mj-resolution until no 
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sequent remains. 
We now state a theorem that allows to use mj-resolution as a complete and correct 
proof procedure for classical logic. This theorem may also be proved by usual means of 
formal logic, as it is clone in [16]. Let D be a predicate symbol of arity 0 for denoting 
contradiction. The negation of a may be paraphrased as usual with a --+ D. This allows 
to paraphrase all usual logical symbols of classical logic. For each predicate symbol R of 
arity n let WR denote the formula Vii(((R(ii)--+ D)--+ D) --+ R(v)), where ii is the n-tuple 
of the first n variables of the language. Let W denote the set containing all w R with 
exception of wo. 
Theorem 2 The problem of finding terms for the unknowns m I: 1- ~ such that ~ be 
derivable from I: in classical logic is equivalent to the intuitionistic problem I: U W 1- ~ of 
the kind treated in this article. 
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